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Lawmakers push for alert system
Bill introduced to create state
standard for emergency
notification following fires
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

North Coast lawmakers Friday introduced legislation requiring all California counties to have an emergency alert
program capable of pushing messages
to cellphones and follow new statewide
standards for warning people in harm’s
way.

McGuire, D-Healdsburg.
The bill comes after opt-in
“Thousands of our neighbors
emergency warning systems
were caught unaware when the
used in Sonoma County during
North Bay fire storm ripped
the deadly October firestorm
through their communities,”
failed to reach most people in
McGuire said. “Currently there
danger, drawing sharp criticism
are several different warning
from many who evacuated or
systems available to counties
lost their homes and prompting a
throughout California. Some sysstate review.
Mike
tems require opt-in, others are
Given the growing size and McGuire
universal, but California doesn’t
severity of wildfires and other natural disasters in California, it’s have a statewide standard for emergency
time to standardize how local authori- alerts.”
McGuire co-authored the bill with
ties provide essential information during an emergency, said state Sen. Mike state Sen. Bill Dodd, D-Napa; and assem-

blymembers Marc Levine, D-San Rafael,
Jim Wood, D-Healdsburg and Cecilia
Aguiar-Curry, D-Winters. It includes
mention of unspecified state funding to
help cities and counties get the necessary
software.
Sonoma County residents have been
sharply critical of county emergency
officials for relying solely on opt-in programs — such as Nixle and SoCoAlert
— that only went to landlines and those
who had signed up to get emails or cellphone messages beforehand. Those
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SONOMA COUNTY » Vaccine not perfect, but still worth getting, doctors
say; record numbers of patients with symptoms streaming into clinics

Flu season comes on strong

Hillary Clinton

FBI
revives
Clinton
probe
Questions raised as to
whether foundation
donations linked to acts
By MATT ZAPOTOSKY
AND DEVLIN BARRETT
WASHINGTON POST

JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Nurse Jeannette Howell gives Marcie Swan of Rohnert Park a flu shot Thursday at the Kaiser Permanente Medical Offices in Santa Rosa.

AT-RISK POPULATIONS FOR FLU

By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

Residents of nursing homes and other chronic care facilities
Adults 65 and older
Children under 5, especially those under 2
People with chronic lung, heart, kidney, liver, blood, nervous system,
neurodevelopmental and metabolic disorders
People with immunosuppression, including from medications or by
HIV infection
Pregnant women and women within 2 weeks of delivery
People under 19 who are receiving long-term aspirin therapy
American Indians/Alaska Natives
People with extreme obesity (BMI > 40)

his flu season is shaping up to be a really
bad one, equal to or worse than the last one
and driven by a viral strain that genetically altered after the latest vaccine in use was developed, local health officials said.
The flu is widespread throughout the state,
health authorities said this week, and the number of cases is very high. In Sonoma County, flu
incidence is moderate but rising quickly.
“There have been four outbreaks in residential care facilities and one severe case of the flu
countywide,” said Dr. Karen Holbrook, the county’s deputy health officer.

Source: Sonoma County Public Health

The FBI has been investigating the Clinton Foundation for
months, reviving a probe that
was dialed back during the 2016
campaign amid tensions between Justice Department prosecutors and FBI agents about the
politically charged case, according to people familiar with the
matter.
The inquiry resumed about a
year ago. Agents are now trying
to determine if any donations
made to the foundation were
linked to official acts when Hillary Clinton was secretary of
state from 2009 to 2013, these
people said. The people did not
identify what specific donations
or interactions agents are scrutinizing.
Word of the Clinton investigation comes at a particularly
fraught time for the Justice Department and FBI, as it tries to
navigate several polarizing issues, including an ongoing special-counsel probe of President
Donald Trump and his associates, as well as demands from Republicans in Congress that Clinton be reinvestigated on a host of
issues. Among those issues is the
foundation case.
The foundation inquiry is separate from the FBI’s high-profile investigation into Hillary
Clinton’s use of a private email
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Amid security flaws, tech firms barely keep up
FAULTY MICROCHIPS » Experts say vulnerability
can be managed but were still stunned at revelation
By CRAIG TIMBERG
AND ELIZABETH DWOSKIN
WASHINGTON POST

Security experts scrambled
on Friday to try to reassure
computer users worldwide that
a newly discovered type of se-
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curity flaw can be managed
— though not eliminated —
through the simple act of updating software with patches that
technology companies have
been frantically developing for
months.
But this relatively soothing
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message comes against a backdrop of alarm within the technology industry, which has
been stunned to discover that
the microchips powering nearly every computer and smartphone have for years carried
fundamental flaws that can be
exploited by hackers and yet
cannot be entirely fixed.
The flaws, announced this
week and dubbed Meltdown

and Spectre, flow from designs
that allowed computers to operate more quickly and efficiently.
Though it’s not clear whether
hackers have exploited these
flaws, security experts say attacks would be relatively easy
to develop and could allow the
theft of private information
such as passwords, credit card
numbers, private corporate data
and other information stored

‘WE’RE BACK TOGETHER’: Students set to
return to Anova, a school for autistic youth in
Santa Rosa, after October’s wildfires / A3

in computers or smartphones.
Such attacks, the experts add,
would likely not leave any trace
that could be detected later.
“This is the most significant
security news we’ve had in the
last 10 years,” said Avi Rubin,
a computer science professor
at Johns Hopkins University
specializing in health-care se-
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